214	VOCABULARY	\trupti
tnipti) f. contentment, satisfaction, 12,
fre-sk, £ thirst, 37.
tnatk) m. a sacred bathing-place, a place of pilgrimage, 36, 46 ;
K. Pi. 201 (ter); pi. dat. twtkan, 46 ; prathuy forthan, (going)
to every holy place, going from one holy place to another, 36.
trawim^ to abandon, leave behind, K. Pr.  57;   to abandon,
discard, give up (sin, &c.), 27, 30;   K. Pr. 46 (bis);  to
abandon, let loose, lose control of, 70, 88; (of a road) to leave
(it, after passing along it), hence, to traverse completely, 82 ;
ddfi trawdifi) to throw out the skirt from the body, i.e. to sit
with bended knees, 49.
Conj. part, 'trovitk, 70, 82 ; K. Pr. 57 ; impve. sg. 2, trdv,
30; K. Pr, 46; with suff. 3rd pers. sg. ace., trdwim, 88;
fut. sg. 25 trawakh, IL Pr. 46; past part. m. pi., with suff.
1st pers. sg. ag. and 3rd pers. sg. dat, tro^mas, 49; f. sg.
trov*, 27.
trayi, see trah.
'fas, tasonduy^ see tilt,
fafi, adv. there, 70, 88 ; m. e. tate, there, in those circumstances,
41; with eniph. y, tatiy^ even there, there and then, 104;
tdfi, even there, at that very place, 48, 49, 68 ; with emph. y,
tdtiy, at that very place, at the same place, 51.
top, 1, adj. hot, 56, 57.
tot\ 2, adv. there, K. Pr. 102 (bis); with emph. y, totuy, 47«
falh, see tih.
tit/la^ adv. so, in that manner; with emph. y, tithay . . . yUfta>
so . . . as, 100,
fotmi, to be reduced to misery; past, £ sg. 1, tot*s> 13.
tattwa> m. (in Saiva philosophy) (in the plural) the fundamental
and general factors of which  the  universe  consists,   see
Kashmir Shaw-ism^ p. 47; t.attwa-vyodu, one who knows and
understands the tattwas, 20,
•tawd) taw ay ^ see tik.
tay,  1,  a  woman  who  spins  a very  fine kind of thread,
a delicate spinner; sg. ag. tay&, 102.
tay, 2, f. very fine thread; pi. nom. laye, 102.
tiy^ see tih.
toy, 1, conj. and, 55 14, 40, 51, 623 86.  This is a strengthened
form of fa, 1, q.v.
toy^  2,  conj. then, and then, thereafter, thereupon, 9 (ter),
11 (ter),  16;  then, therefore,'accordingly, 24, 53;   then,
introducing the apodosis  of a conditional sentence, 12.
This is a strengthened form of ta, 2, q. v.
tytiguU) to let go, let loose; hence, (of a sword), to wield, to
draw; past part. f. sg. tyoj* (for tyoj*\ 62,
m. a blister, 108.    See rdwun*

